telepresence
for ultra-realistic video collaboration

Business collaboration is the lifeblood of the modern enterprise and Actis Telepresence Solutions are designed
to deliver the highest level of communication and interaction available. We offer Telepresence Solutions from Polycom
and Cisco, in addition to our own customised solutions - for an interaction experience that’s akin to being in the same room.

The benefits
Strengthen business relationships
with regular, face-to-face quality interactions
Improve the quality of collaboration
and share ideas across distances
Speed up decision making
and reduce time to market for new products

Improve the quality of life of your employees
by reducing their extended travel
Choose solutions as per space, application, capacity
and budget requirements
Increase organisational productivity
by investing in productive work instead of travel

Discover the beauty of hi-definition!

Why choose Actis?

Open Standards
Technology

Lower TCO delivers
quicker ROI

Multi-location
meeting capability

End-to-end Solution

Open Standards Technology
enables compatibility with
almost any remote system,
irrespective of brand,
resolution, etc.

Our unique solutions
can be deployed at a
fraction of the capex and
opex costs of conventional
telepresence systems

Ability to connect
participants from multiple
Telepresence and legacy
video conference rooms in
a single call

Includes furniture, chairs and
studio quality lighting. Available
in multiple configurations with
an array of design finishes to
match your brand

3D Telepresence

Actis 3D-TP-3500

Actis 3D Telepresence helps businesses to radically transform the
quality of communication and collaboration by providing a fully
immersive experience.
With Actis’ 3D Telepresence solution, customers are able to
experience true 3D spatial depth achieved by generating a life-size
image.
A patented display system incorporating a beamsplitter aligns the

camera at eye level, but out of view, creating true eye contact
between participants at each end.
All this is possible at just a fraction of the capex and opex costs of
conventional telepresence systems - and it allows 720p@30fps calls
at just 512k!
The Open Standards Technology enables compatibility with almost
any remote system irrespective of brand, resolution etc.

3D Telepresence
These solutions can be custom-built as per the client's requirements with add-ons like the Interactive Whiteboard,
Document Camera, Collaboration Monitor, RoomView Server, Room Scheduler and more. Actis Telepresence solutions are
completely inter-operable with standards based conferencing systems. Actis Telepresence solutions can also double up as
Conference Rooms when the Telepresence systems are not in use.

Telepresence Lectern designed to deliver a speaker /
lecturer to an audience using telepresence.

Designed to accommodate medium-sized groups.
Seating Capacity: Upto 6 persons

Designed to utilise existing conference room tables & chairs.
Seating Capacity: Upto 5 persons

Designed to accommodate large groups.
Seating Capacity: Upto 9 persons

EYE-TO-EYE TELEPRESENCE SYSTEMS
Real eye contact during telepresence meetings is achieved by aligning the camera at the eye level of the participants.
This is achieved through the use of a patented display system incorporating a beam splitter. These systems do not require a special
backdrop to achieve excellent results. Actis Eye-to-Eye Telepresence Systems have a seating capacity of up to 11 persons.

Architected Presence: three display

ACTIS ARCHITECTED PRESENCE
Actis Architected Presence is completely interoperable with other Telepresence solutions, as well as all standards-based video
conferencing products. This helps you maximise your capital investment and continue to use traditional video solutions.
Architected Presence allows meeting spaces, furniture, displays and décor to be customised for unique applications and environmental
requirements. The seating capacity can also be customised as per requirement.

Architected Presence:
dual display

Architected Presence:
single display

ACTIS ARCHITECTED PRESENCE
The system, table, personal touch collaboration display and ceiling-mounted studio lighting add to the ultimate meeting experience.
The Dual / Single Display Telepresence is designed to bring the value of realism to the regional office or locations where space
is at a premium.

Polycom OTXTM

Cisco TelePresence TX9000TM

MULTI-DISPLAY TELEPRESENCE
The boundaries of dissimilar networks, multi-vendor systems, inconsistent
quality and functional complexity are eliminated - so colleagues, customers
and partners can communicate with total ease.
Standards-compliant technology makes it all happen.
These systems have a seating capacity of 6 persons.

REAL PRESENCE
Polycom® RealPresence™ solution brings the fully immersive experience to large or medium-sized rooms. RealPresence allows you to
apply intimate, effective collaboration to a broad range of applications. In addition, the modular room-within-a-room configuration allows
you to move the system to a new location if the existing office configuration changes, or if you move to a new location.
RealPresence has a seating capacity of up to 28 persons.

Price
is what you pay.
Value is what you get.
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